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Abstract
The FUL (Featurally UnderspecifredLexicon) model assumesphonological representations of morphemes with hierarchically structured features, not all of
which are specified. Such underspecified representations are assumed for the
mental lexicon as well as for the computerised lexicon employed for automatic
speechrecognition. In FUL, a segment is lexically representedby suffrcient features to separateit from any other segmentsin the phonology of a particular
language.In speechproduction, adjacentfeatures'fr1l in' underspecifiedslots,
thereby accounting for assimilations. In speech perception' incoming speech
sounds are compared online to these sets of features with a ternary logic of
match. mismatch, and no-mismatch. Features that ale present in the acoustic
'empty') slots in the lexicon.
signal do not mismatch with the underspecified(i.e.
In such an approach, speechperception can deal with different kinds of withinand across-speakervariation found in normal speech,without listing every variant in the lexicon. Along with diachronic data and the results of psycholinguistic
experiments,the computational performance of our automatic speechrecognition
system successfullydemonstratesthe adequacy of this model.

1 . Introduction
The speechsignalof the samephonetic segmentvariesacrossdialects and speakers,within speakersbetweensegmentaland prosodic contexts,and even for the same speakerand context with
repetition, speakingrate, emotional state, microphone and line
condition, etc.. Ambiguitiesin the signal,whetherthey come from
random noise or whetherthey are linguisticin nature, like cliticisations of words, or assimilations,partial or otherwise, are the
norm rather than the exceptionin natural language.Human listeners, however,appearnot to be too concernedby adverseacoustic
"variations" in the signal with
conditions and indeed, handle
aplomb. Any theory of lexicalphonologicalrepresentationand recognition must be able to account for productive phonological
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processessuch as assimilations,particularly acrossword boundaries. Explicitly or implicitly, all such theories assumethat at the
level of the lexical entry there is a single abstract representation,
so that not everyphonologicalsurfacevariant form is listed.lThis
leavesunanswered,however,the questionof preciselyhow the system doesrecognisethe different phoneticvariants of a word when
the relationshipbetweentheserealisationsand the lexical entry is
not straightforward.
We will considerhere the linguistic,psychological,and computational adequacyofour approachto this question.The approach
we advocate assumesa featurally underspecifiedlexicon, extraction of features from the acoustic signal, and a ternary matching
condition which matches the output featuresto the lexically specified features. The predictions of our model - FUL (Featurally
UnderspecifiedLexicon) - are evaluatedon the basisof language
comprehensionexperiments,evidencefrom language change, and
its computational performance in an automatic speechrecognition
system.The crucial assumptionsof FUL are given below.
(1)

Underspecifiedrecognition:the FUL model
a. The phonological representationis abstractand underspecified.The feature representationfor each segmentis
constrainedby universal properties and languagespecific requirements.
b. Each morpheme has a unique representation.No phonological variants, morphophonologicalor postlexical,
are stored.
c. The perception system analysesthe signal for rough
acousticfeatureswhich are transformedinto phonological features.There is no conversioninto segmentsor
syllablesand there is no further intermediaterepresentation.
d. The phonologicalfeaturesare mappeddirectly on to the
lexical representation.A three-waymatching condition
(match,mismatch,no-mismatch)determinesthe choiceof
candidatesactivated.Along with the phonologicalinformation, morphological,syntacticand semanticinformation is made available.
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Each point is discussedbriefly in turn. (1a) A segmentis reore_
sentedwith a root node and its relevantfeatures,similar to ihat
presentedin Lahiri & Evers(1991),Lahiri (2000)and Ghini (2001).
The most salientaspectsof this representationare that (i) fe.,tures
are privative or monovalent,(ii) vowels and consonantssharethe
same place features, and (iii) the place features split into two
nodes:the articulator node consistingof the placesof articulation,
and the height featuresunder the tongue height or aperturenode.
Hence [mcH] and [row] (height features) are independent of the
places of articulation [ranru.r], [conoNlr] and foonsar].
Not all featuresare representedin the lexicon.The specification
of features depends both on universal and language specific
grounds. For instance,the FUL systemhas the feature [ernurr]
in its inventory,but it is not specifiedin the lexicalrepresentation
for German morphemes. Neither is the feature [conoNar] specified. The assumption is that features like [annurr] and [conoNlr]
are left unspecifredunlessthe phonologicalsystemof the language
requiresit. In our model, underspecificationis context-free.
Underspecification and underspecifiedrepresentationshave
been the sourceof considerabledissension.2
A recentcritique, reexamining the pros and cons of the issuesand providing further
evidencein favour of underspecification,is given in Ghini (2001).
Ghini shows that a complex pattern of vowel alternation in the
dialect of Miogliola supports not only the underspecificationof
vowel features,but also that two superficiallysimilar dental nasals
are underlyingly different - one specifredfor [conoN,r.r]which always surfaces as [n], and the other unspecified for place which
surfacesas [r]1,[n] and [n] under prosodicallydefined conditions.
Thesefacts are discussedin more detail with referenceto lansuase
c h a n g ei n $ 3 .
The next assertion(1b), that no phonologicalvariant is stored,
is also linked to the notion of an underspecifiedrepresentation.
No postlexical variants are stored and if morpheme alternants are
phonologically related the assumptionis that only a single underlying representationis available.From the signalto the phonological representation,the perceptualsystemextractsrough acous-
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tic characteristicswhich are converted into phonological features
(1c). All features are extracted independent of whether they are
specified or unspecifiedin lexical representations.The featuresextracted from the speechsignal are then compared to those stored
in the lexicon.Thereis no conversionfrom featuresinto segments;
in fact there is no intermediate representation of segments,syllables or any other phonological unit. The mapping from the features to the representation entails a ternary system of matching
(ld): match, no-mismatchand mismatch.The match condition can
only occur if both signal and lexicon have the samefeatures.This
condition is used for the scoring of word candidatesand includes
a correction formula to account for different sized feature sets.
Tlte mismatclzoccurs if signal and lexicon have contradicting features. A mismatchexcludesa word from the list of possibleword
candidates.The mismatching relationship can be bidirectional. For
instance, frncu] and [row] mismatch, independent of which is extracted from the signal and which is stored in the lexicon.A mismatch can occur also in one direction due to underspecification.
For example, any one of the place features [renw], [oonsar], or
[conoN,a.r]can be extracted from the signal but only [rert,a.r] and
[oons,l.r] are stored in the lexicon. If the feature fcoRoN.tr] is extracted from the signal then it mismatcheswith the features [utnur] and [oonser]. The other way round, the signal feature [lewtr] doesnot mismatch with an underspecifiedcoronal sound.
A no-mismatch ocatrs (i) if no feature is extracted from the
signal that is stored in the lexicon, or (ii) if a feature is extracted
from the signalthat is not storedin the lexicon,and (iii) by dehnition (e.g. [conoNlr] does not mismatch with [rncn]). Case (i),
where no feature is extracted from the signal but features are avallable in the lexicon, doesnot lead to a rejectionof candidates.The
signal simply does not contradict a candidate;only the candidate
doesnot increaseits matching score(seebelow). Case(ii) is exactly
the casefor the lexical feature [conoNar-]:coronality is not stored
in the lexicon. If a place feature like [re.nrer] or foonser] is extracted from the signal,it doesnot mismatchwith a coronal sound
in the lexicon.
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(2)

Examplesof match,mismatchand no-mismatch
Signal
Matching
Lexicon
lrrrcrrl

mismatch
mismatch
no-mismatch
match

IconoNar]
[oonsar]
foonser]

Irow]
DORSAL

[oonsnr]

All word candidatesthat agree(match or do not mismatch) with
the initial featureset are activated,togetherwith their phonological, morphological, syntactic, and other information. Matching
featuresincreasethe activationlevelfor potential word candidates,
non-mismatchingfeaturesdo not excludecandidatesand only mismatching featureslead to the rejection of word candidates.The
level of activation is measured on the basis of the number of
matching featureswith respectto those specifiedin the lexicon and
the number of features extracted from the signal (Reetz l99g).
Each candidate receivesa score on the basis of the formura siven
in (3):
(3)

Scoring formula

SCORE :

(i.rn. or MATCHTNG
rEa,rux.rsl2
(r.,n. on FEATITRES
FRoMstcNlr) x (wn. or rn,Lrrr-REsrN THErrxcoN)

To illustrate the scoring method, the features extracted from the
signal for the first vowel in the intended German word milde
'tired'
would optimally be [mcn, coRoNAt, r-arnr]. The
[my:da]
featuresin the lexicon are [rucH, rlglAr]. Given thesefeatures, the
scoresof other front vowelswould be as follows:
(4)
tyl
trl
[v]
tll

Scoresfor [y]
Lexicalfeatures
[mcn, uanr]
[rttcu]
[HIcn, rernr, nrn]
[rucn, nrn]

Input featuresof [y]
[urcn, conoN.u, reri.a'r]

Score
22lG x
1rl(3x
22lB x
12/(j x

2) :
1) :
3l :
2) :

0.66
0.33
0.44
0.16

According to these scores,a word llke Mtjcke [mvke] ,mosquito'
would be a higher scoring candidate than Miete [mi:te] 'rent, for the
initial sequence[my:] of miide.If for somereasonthe feature [rerur]
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was not presentin the signal,or could not be extractedby the listener, the FUL systempredicts that [i] would have the highest score
but [y] would still be available.None of the low vowels, however,
would be consideredif [ilcH] was extractedsinceit would mismatch
with lexically specihed[low]. We will discussthis in more detail in $4.
In the next three sectionswe briefly go through some data in
support of the FUL model from languagecomprehensionexperiments, language change, and hnally from the speechrecognition
systemthat we are develoPing.
2. Underspecificationin languagecomprehension
In this section, we focus on the adequacy of the assumptionsin
FUL for language comprehension.To this end we will summarise
someexperimentsincorpopting the conceptof underspecification
for lexical access.
As we mentioned above, assimilation can lead to surface variants.Assimilationof a coronal sound (e.g. lnDto a following labial
"Where could Mr. Bean be?") often
place of articulation (like /b/ in
resultsin the production of a labial (i.e. Bea[m] be). Tt.e reverse
is not usually true, that is, a labial sound doesnot assimilateto a
coronal place of articulation (i.e., la[m]e duck doesnot become
la[nJe duck).3 Simple articulatory mechanicscannot account for
such behaviour becausean articulatory assimilationwould operate
in both directions.An explanationcanbe given by assumingthat
coronal sounds are underspecifiedfor place,whereaslabials and
dorsalsare not: the labial place of articulation spreadsto the preceding coronal sound (if the languagehas regressiveassimilation)
becausethat sound is not specifiedfor place.On the othdr hand,
the specificationof a labial place preventsthe placefeaturesof an
adjacent sound from overriding this information. Consequently,
coronal soundscan becomelabial (or dorsal),but labial (or dorsal)
soundsdo not changetheir place of articulation.
This explanationis straightforwardfor speechproduction, but
not so in speechperception.How can a realisationof gree[m] in
a labial context (hke bag) or gree[r1Jin a dorsal context (like grass)
lead to the accessof the word sreenin the lexicon?The utterances
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gree[m] and gree[r1Jare nonwords in English. And, at the same
time,how shouldamechanismbeconstructedto disallowthe activa_
tion of the word beanif the acousticinput is bea[mJ , evenjf beanis
a word of the language?Human listenershandletheseasymmetries
(andmany other assimilatoryeffects)within and acrosswords without noticing it, as experimentalevidenceindicates(Lahiri & Marslen-Wilson,l99l; Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1996; Gow, 2001;
Lahiri & van Coillie, to appear).The solution to theseseemingly
contradictoryrequirementscan be obtainedin the FUL systemby
assumingan underspecified
representationin the lexicon,wherecertain features(like the place feature [conoNar] \ arenot stored in the
lexicon (in speechproduction, segmentswith unspecifredplace are
generatedwith the feature [conoNar] by default) and by postulating
the ternary matchinglogic in the signal-to-lexiconmapping.
Assuming that phonological lexical representationsof words
consist of underspecifiedfeatural repg,esentations,
Lahiri & Marslen-Wilson(1991, 1992)arguethat the mapping processfrom the
signalto the lexiconcruciallydependson the absenceand presence
of featuresin the representationsof words in the mental lexicon.
They contrastedvowel nasalityin Bengaliand English,whereBengali has underlyingnasalvowels as well as contextualnasalisation
(bhar] 'clay bowl', lbhsnl > [bhan1'pretence').On the other hand,
any nasalityon a vowelin Englishcomesfrom a neighbouringnasal
consonant.They arguedthat only underlyingcontrastivenasalvowelsin Bengaliare specifiedfor nasality;for other vowels,no nasality
is specified.Resultsshow that indeed,the listeneralwaysinterprets
nasalityon a vowel as beingcontrastivelynasalevenif the stimulus
segmentcontaineda vowel which was contextuallynasalised.More
strikingly,oral vowelsin oral contexts,for both Englishand Bengali
(Englishbad,Bengali[bhor]'weight'), areinterpretedby listenersas
having eithera nasalor an oral context,dependingon the distribution of the words in the language.That is, the vowel [r] in bad was
equally likely to be a interpretedasbeing p afi of bad or ban, showing
that in both languagesthe oral vowelswererepresentedasunspecified for nasality in spiteof the fact that theremay be surfacephonetic
nasalisationpresentin production of CVN words.
Thus, along with underspecification,the three-way matching match, no-mismatch and mismatch - givesthe asymmetry between
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coronalson the one hand and labialsand dorsalson the other.If
[conoNlr] is extractedfrom the signal, then it mismatcheswith
[rennr.] (i.e. [n] mismatcheswith underlyinglml).It doesnot find
a perfectmatch sincelnl is not specifiedfor [conoNar],but it does
not mismatch either - hence a no-mismatchsituation occurs.If
[rarnlar] is retrievedfrom the signaI, it matchesperfectlywith underlying lml, but iq also doesnot mismatchwith /n/. This is not
the best match,but it is a no-misrnatch.Examplesof the threeway
distinctionare givenin (5).

(5)

Matching from signalto lexicon
Matching
Signal
match
[rucn]
mismatch
[srnronNr]
parnnarl
mismatch
mismatch
[conoNar]
no-mismatch
[conoN,Lr]
no-mismatch
[rnnmr]

Lexicon

[rucn]
[N,Ls,+.r]
[Naser]

The systemcan handle within and acrossword assimilations andcan
deal with a certainnumber of dialectal variants. The asymmetry in
assimilation is explained by the fact that sincethe place feature [conoNnr] is unspecified,the feature [r.r.nu.r] detectedin the signal for
gree[mJ book does not mismatch with the lexical representation
green.However, the feature [oonser,]detectedin the signal for ho[r1J
doesmismatch with the feature [rannr] in the lexical representation
of home, and so homeis rejected.Coronals get a lower scorethan
the labials (or dorsals),which obtain a match, but coronals are not
excluded. They remain activs as assimilatory variants.
Lahiri & van Coillie (to appear) provide further evidence for
the underspecification of [conbNer], ind the eflisacy of the threeway matching. We will briefly discuss two experiments. In both
experiments, a crossmodal lexical decision task with semantic
priming was used. The listeners were auditorily presented with a
'noise' in isolation. At the
ieal word like Bahn'railway' or Lrirm
offset of the acoustic stimulus, the subjectssaw a semantically re'train' or Krach 'bang, racket' and they had
lated word Ilke Zug
to decidewhether ii was a word or not. Sinceit is well established
in the psycholinguistic literature that semantically related words
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pdme, the expectationwas that the subjectswould be faster in
reacting to Zug after they heard Bahn as compared to an unrelated
word Maus 'mouse'. Similarly,Krach should be recognisedfaster
after Lcirm rather than after Blatt 'leaf' . The question of coursers
whethernonword variantsof the real word primeswould have anv
effect. That is, would related acoustic variants *Bahm or *LarL
prime Zug and Krach respectively?The first experiment presented
hereexaminedword final nasals.The experimentaldesignand pre_
dictions are illustrated below.
(6)

Recognitionof word final nasals:predictions

Acoustic
TestPrimes

Target

Lexical
Representation

ZUG

Pah/NASAI"/

Predicted
ReactionTimes

ryW
nantnl

xBah[m] ]
J

no-mismatch
no-mismatch

FAST
FAST

unrelated

SLOW

Lexical
Representation

Predicted
ReactionTirnes

Acoustic
Control
Prime

Acoustic
TestPrimes
KRACH

Liir /NAsAr"/
I

[uunr]
Liir [m]
*L!ir [n]

match
mismatch

FAST
SLOW

unrelated

sLow

Acoustic
Controi
Prime

Blan
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The claimis that althoughthe acousticprime*Bahm is a nonword
it doesnot mismatchwith the lexical representationof Bahn and
thereforesuccessfullyactivatesZug. The signalhasthe feature[rnsrAL] but the lexical representationhas no place specifiedin the
lexicon and henceit is not rejected. This is not the casewith an
underlying labial. When the feature [conoNar] is extractedfrom
the nonword *Lrirn, rt mismatdheswith the lexicallyrepresented
[rannr] of the real'word Lrirm and henceits semanticassociateis
not activated.Apart from the nasal,we usedadditionalconsonantal variationsas primes which deviatefrom the lexical representation with respectto other featuresas well. The matching expectations are givenin (7).
(7)

Other consonantalvariantsof word final nasals
a. Variants of final 1-nl
Acoustic Acoustic LexicalRepresen- Matching
variant features tation of lnl
mismatch
Bah[]
[rnrnntr]
no-mismatch
IconoNa.r]
mismatch
Bahlpl [r.nntnr] IN,q.sarl
no-misrnatch
[ranltr]
mismatch
Bah[s] fsrnnnNrl 'ffi
lNaserl
no-misntatch
["o*o^orj

ffi

b.Variantsof final l-ml
Acoustic Acoustic
varrant features
Lnr[w]
[coNrnrunNr]
[rannr]
Liir[p]
[,tnnurr]
.[rannr]
Liirfs]

[srnronNr]
IconoNar]

Lexical Represen- Matching
tatio.qof lml
mismatch
[N,ts,tr]
matclt
[rannr]

[Nas,r.r]
[r,a.nmr]

nnismatch
match

[Nasar]
frentar]

rmismatclt
mismatch

Note that features like [annuer] and [conoNer] are not specified
in the German lexicon. It does not mean that this is always so.
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Depending on the grammar of a particular language, [conoNar]
for instance can be specifiedfor nasals and not for stops, as laid
out in the next section.
As indicated in (6) and (7), for each word, 4 nonword primes
were createdby changingthe final consonant.aThus for the word
Bahn, the nonwords were Bah[mJ, Bah[lJ, Bah[sJ, Bah[pJ. In
addition, there was a control prime for each target,where the control was unrelated to the real word prime (e.g. Maus-Zug). Thus,
in all, for one target there wer€ six different primes. However, each
subject was faced with the target only once. Reaction time measurementstarted at the offset of the auditory prime when the visual
target was presented. The results of the experiment are given in
Figures 1 and 2. In Figure 1, we seethe reaction times when the
prime was a variant of an underlying l-nl unspecifledfor place. In
comparison to the control, there is a significant priming effect for
the real word Bahn as well as the variant *Bahm where the final
consonant did not mismatch.sIn all other instancesthere was no
priming effect. Recall that under our assumptions,there is no differencein matching betweenthe surfaceBah[nJ and Bah[*J wbpn
comparedto the real word Bahn (see6). Sincethe nasal is unspecified for place, both variants with [n] and [m] are no-mismatches.
Hencewe did not expectany differencebetweenthe two conditions
and our results bear this out - they do not differ significantly.
In Figure2,we seethe results of the variants of the words with
final l-ml. Hete, the only word which has a significant priming
effect is the real wor d Lrirm. In contrast to the word final [n] as in
Bahn, where its labial variant *Bahm also causedpriming of Zug,
the variant * Ltirn did not prime the semantically related word
Krach of the real wor d Lrirm. Moreover, there was a significant
difference between Ltirm and *Lrir[nJ. The clear difference in the
resultssupports our expectationsregarding underspecifiedfeatures
and the matchlno-mismatch asymmetry.
The next experimentexaminedword medial nasals.In the case
of word final nasalsthere is a possibility of assimilation,but word
medial nasals,particularly intervocalic nasals,remain untouched.
Hence, one could argue that even if underspecificationwas a reasonable choice for word final nasals, such an option would be
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Word final /-nl
ms
620
610
600
590
580
570
560
550

fT

Maus

r/eahn igahm

Bahl

Bahs

ZUG

Bahp

Figurel: Mean reactionstimesto a semanticallyrelatedtargetfor a word ending
in l-nl and its variants (eachclassconsistsof24 words represented
herewith one
example).Significant priming effectswith respectto the control are indicated
DYV.

Word final /-ml

ms

620
610
600
590
r Target:KI{ACH

s80
570
s60
550
Blatt

lliirm

L,irn

Liirw

Liirs

Lzirp

Figure2: Mean reactiontimesto a semanticallyrelatedtargetfor a word ending
in /-m/ and its variants (eachclassconsistsof 12wordsrepresented
herewith one
example).Significant priming effectswith respectto the control are indicated
D YV .

unnecessary
in medialpositionsincethereis no possibilityof alternation due to assimilation.Under the FUL model,underspecification is not determinedby the position in a word. Coronal consonants are unspecifiedfor placeno matter what position in a word
they occur in. Our prediction is therefore, that the sameasymmetry
would hold for word medial nasalsjust as like the word final ones.
In the secondexperiment,assumingthat medial coronal consonants in German are ail unspecifiedfor place,both obstruentsas
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well as nasalswere examined.For the sake of comparison,only
the nasal data are discussed.The task was the same,and the real
word primes with medial nasalswere convertedinto two different
types of nonwords: a nasal with a different place of articulation
'dune', *Dii[mJe, *Dti[lJe;
and a non-nasal consonant (Dtine
Schramme'ascratch',xSchra[nJe,*Schra[v]e). The targets,as before, were semanticallyrelated,and were presentedvisually at the
offset of the prime.6
The results of the secondexperiment confirms our earlier findings.Dilne'dune' primesits semanticallyrelated word Sand 'sand'
just as well as nonwords made up with a non-mismatching [ranrl.r]
nasal (like *Dii[mJe).In contrast, although Schramme'a scratch'
primesits semanticallyrelated word Kratzer, (also 'a scratch'),the
nonword with a coronal (*Schra[n]e) does not. The asymmetry
again shows that when the feature [r,esnr] is extracted from the
signal, it doesnot mismatch with the underlying unspecified[conoNar-], but an extracted [conoNer] does mismatch with a [rennr].
There was no priming in the other nonword conditions. In the next
two figureswe comparethe resultsfor the word medial and word
final nasalsin the samegraph.
The pattern of results of the medial and final coronal nasalsare
very similar, as shown in Figure 3. Both the real words and their
acoustic variants with [m] show signihcant priming effects with
respectto the control. However, there is no priming with the other
nonword primesas comparedto the control words. This is not the
samefor the labials,as we can seein Figure 4.
Here, the real words with [m] are significantlyfaster than the control, but neither the nasal variants nor the non-nasalvariants are
significantly faster.The nonwords with coronal nasalsmismatched
and hencewere no different from the unrelated controls, and they
were also significantly slower than the real words with [m].
Thus, language comprehension experiments suggest that the
predictions made by the FUL model combining underspecification
with a three-waymatching - perfect match, no-mismatch and mismatch - are borne out. The experimental results support the predicted asymmetry between coronals on the one hand, and labials
and dorsalson the other.T
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ms
650
630
610
590
570
550
Control

590
642

+/-nJ

'v \ryord

[n.l

{Variant [m]

558

510

568

587

Non-nasal
variants

588
598

Figure j: Comparing word hnal l-nl and word medial /-nJ. Mean reaction times
to the real word primes with the coronal nasal, the primes with the non-mrsmatching nasal variant [m], and the primes with mismatching non-nasal variants.
Significantpriming is indicatedby ,/.

ms
630
610
590
570
550
+l+n/
+l-mJ

Control

{ Word [m]

Variant [n]

Non-nasal
variants

598
602

571
553

599
601

613
573

Figure 4: Comparing word final l-rnl and word medial /-mJ. Mean reaction times
to the real word primes with the labial nasal, the primes with the mismatching
nasal variant [n], and the primes with mismatching non-nasalvariants. Significant
priming is indicated by ./.

3.

Underspecificationin languagechange

In general,the proponents and opponents of underspecification
have leant on synchronic alternationsto support their point. As
we mentioned earlier, Ghini (2001)showsthat underspecification
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ofvowel and consonantal
featuresis cr.cial for the understanding
of the complexinteractionof prosodicand segmentar
prrenlni.oa
in Miogliola,an Italian dialectof Liguria.In pirticulat, tro
,rro"r_
ficially similar dentalnasalsare different in their ,roa..iyin!;;;.._
sentationin termsof pracespecification.
one of them is ,n*i"n"o
for the feature [conower] and always surfacesas
[n], *tl.'rrr.
other is unspecifiedfor placeand surfacesas a paratar,dental
velar, dependingon context.If underspecificatitnir puii-oiiir"or
mentallexicon,aswe claim,thenit shoulaplay a role in funguug.
changesincepart of changeis in fact building representatioii
by
a newgeneration.
In Ghini (to appear),we find additionalsupport
for this representation
from languagechange.The crucial ru"ir'o."
summarisedbelow.
Many Italian dialectsrike Miogliorahaverostthe quantity
distinction in both obstruentsand nasals.Thus alr rutio g.#nut.,
are singleconsonants
in thesedialects.For obstruents,h-owever,
a
further.process
of spirantisationarongwith voicingnas nelpeJto
maintainthe distinctionbetweenoriginal Latin singre"ooroouo,,
and geminatesin Miogliola. If we compareLatin, standard
Italian
and Miogliola,we find that Latin [p] iemainedin Italian, uut-L.- .
came[v] in Miogliola.In general,Latin singlevoiceless
,iop, und
fricativesbecamevoicedfricativesin MioglLla ([p, > pt;
I-"t*
fl
lupus'wolf', Miogliola [liiv]). GeminateoLstruents,howwer,
sim_
ply degeminated
in Miogliola and the stop has not und.rgo"f ,pi_
rantisation.That is, Latin labial stopsand fricatives
[p,, fi b;";;.
(Latin
f]
gimgli [p,
cippus'pillar,,Miogliola [sap]). fni, i, shown
in (8a).Thus,the originalgeminate/single
consonantcontrastof
Latin is now maintainedas a stop/voicedfricative contrast
in Miogliola.s
In sonorants,there_
wasno possibilityof voicingor spirantisa_
tion, andhence,afterdegemination,
therewasa generalneutralisa_
tion of the length contr-ast:Latin [m:, m] > Miogliola
[m]. As we
seein the examples
in (8b),thereis a singlelabiainasalin Miogli_
ola_noy and the original geminate/nongeminate
[md/tm] contrlast
of Latin has been neutralised.In standard Itarian, irr" o.igirrut
length contrastis still maintained.The spirantisationand voicins
processes
couldplay no role in the caseof the labialnasal.
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Loss of geminate/nongeminatecontrast from Latin to

(8)

Miogliola
ClassicalLatin
a.

Italian
Mioeliola
Latin length distinction changed to segmental distinction for obstruents.

cippus
lupus
b.

'pillar'
'wolf'

feppo
lupo

bep
lflv

tsap*r(rr)
lflv+r(rr)

Sonorantsdid not lenite - distinctionlost with labial nasals
'utmost'
summus
sommo sum
sum * r (pr)
'smoke'
ftrmus
ftrmo
fym
fym + r (el)

However, given the assumption of underspecification,the coronal
nasalhad the possibilityof a dual pattern of change.And this is what
happened: the original quantity distinction was transformed to a
placedistinction.The following examplesillustratethis.

(e)

QulNnrv distinction to place distinction for coronal nasals
ClassicalLatin
Italian Mioeliola
pcn * r
(pr)
pannus 'cloth' panno pon
'dog'
(er)
canis
kdne ka!
kanfr
'alumni'
alumnus
alunno alj.n msc alj'na n'mr (sc)
aljnr rr,rescalyne rru (er)
'one'
g\
unus
uno
M,c,scc6na rau (sc)

yru rra,c.sc
c6ne r.nru (rr)
Mrocuora
geminate[nd
single[n]

lnl
furlin onsetfollowedby [r], [g] in
coda, [n] elsewhere

Both the single/n/ as well as the geminate lntlin Latin were unspeclfied for place. In Miogliola, the original Latin singlecoronal nasal
/n/ remained unspecifiedfor place - that is, there was no change.
The geminate ln:l degeminated,but becamespecifiedfor place. As
a result, the synchronicgrammar of Miogliola shows surfaceneutralisationsfrom two underlyingly different specifications.Latin pan-
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nusbecameMiogliola [pcn]sc., [pan + d rnlner, where Miogliola
has lost the geminate/nongeminatecontrast. But the [n] in Latin
unushas severalsurfacevariants in Miogliola: [o4], [tbna],[j'pr] and
[cbne].The quality of the nasal dependson whether it is in the coda
and on the quality of the following vocalic suffix. Compare now the
original Latin aluwtnzs,where the fmn-/ sequencebecamea geminate at a later point. Here, all four gender and number contrasts
'one',
but the consonant is always a dental
are also present as in
[n]. Note the differencesin the masculineplural: [fp] (from unspecified A{/) and falfnd (from specified lnl). The quality of the vowel
has no effect on the original geminate/n:/. The changein the representation from Latin geminate coronals to Miogliola is illustrated
in (10).
(10)

Changeof coronal nasalsfrom Latin to Miogliola due to
underspecification
ClassicalLatin
distinction by qulNrrrv, not eLACE

p

I
PLACELESS

SURFACE

N

PLACELESS

N

I

I

PLACE

PLACE

unspecified
[n]

unspecified

lnd

Miosliola
distinctionby erece, not euANTrrY
PLACELESS

N

PLACESPECIFIC

N

I
PLACE

unspecified

PLACE

I
CORONAT

SURFACE

[n, Jr,r]l

lnl

As can be seen,the placelessIN/ can take placefeaturesaccordingto
segmentaland prosodiccontextsand surfaceas [n.,3r,q], while the
coronal nasalspecifiedfor place,surfacesalwaysas a dental [n].
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Thus, synchronically,Miogliola has two coronal nasals,only one
of which is specifiedfor place. Like many other languages,underspecif,rcationis used contrastively.The history of thesenasalsshow
that the sourceof the place-unspecifiednasalis the original nongeminate coronal, which maintained its underspecificationand has several surfacevariantsdependingon prosodiccontexts.It is the original geminatecoronal nasalwhich becamea singleconsonantand acquired place specification.This consonant has no surfacevariants.
What is interestingis that it waspossiblefor the languagelearnerto
take advantageof the underspecifredplace representationto maintain the original geminate/nongeminatecontrast. This was not possible for the labial nasalswhich were already specifiedfor place.
Thus, under our view, underspecifiedphonological representations, being a part of the mental representation,play a role for both
processingand change.Someof the notableparallelaspectsaresum-

marisedin thefollowinetable.
(11)

Processingand Change with respect to underspecified
phonologicalrepresentations

PROCESSING

CHANGE

a) Segmentscan vary according to context,leading
to lossof contrast;however,thereis asyrnmetryin
the variants.

a) Soundchangecan lead
to lossofcontrastsand restructuring; however,there

is occasionalasymmetryin
restructuring.

b) Asymmetryin represen- b) Asymmetryin representation leadsto asymmetry tation is reflectedin phonoin recognition.
logicalchange.
c) Underspecifiedrepresen- c) Underspecifiedrepresentations lend themselvesto a tationscan be exploitedby
three-waymatching with
Ianguagelearnersto mainfeaturesfrom the signal.al- tain contrastswhich would
lowing for the recognition haveotherwisebeenneuof neutralisedsesments.
tralised.
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4. The FUL modelof speechrecognition
In an attempt to model a systemwith an underspecified.
lexicon
and a three-waymatchingdescribedabove,we havedevelopedan
automaticspeechrecognitionsystemwhich runs on theselines
(Reetz,1998,1999;
Lahiri, 1999).The centralgoal behindthis en_
terpriseis to test the actual viability of a featurebasedextraction
systemin combinationwith an underspecifiedlexicon and a ternary matchingcondition.Experimentalresultsin languagecomprehensionallowedus to believethat the humansystemdoei not uie a
fully specifiedphonologicalrepresentationand that there is an
asymmetryin thematchingfrom the signalto the lexicon.Evidence
from languagechangealsosuggests
that the asymmetryin placerepresentationcan leadto an asymmetryin the restructuringof forms
and to the establishment
of an alteredpattern of contrists.Both
piecesof evidencearerealbut do not provideuswith a handymeans
of testingthepredictions.
we thereforetook on the taskof building
a model basedon our premises,
with the addition of an acoustic
front-endwhichcouldhandlethe onlineextractionof features.
Given the variation in the speechsignal, it is not surprising
that automatic speechrecognitionusing simple spectraltemplate
matchinghasproblems.Any variationof the signil leadsto variation of thespectrathat arecomparedto the storedtemplates.
Klatt
(1989)providesa comprehensive
reviewof models"rhi"h endeavour to solvethe variation problem by storing all spectralinformation in the lexicon.The more popular approachto resolvingsuch
variation is a statisticalone. Statisticalapproacheslike Hidden
Markov Modelsbasedon largetraining seti Lave led to acceptable
results, but are still speaker and transmission-linedependent.
Moreover,the success
of the HMMs dependmore on probabilities
of longer strings of data (including word sequenceprobabilities)
ratherthan on a front-endphoneticanalysis.The systempresented
hereoperateson completelydifferentprinciples,both wiih respect
to the front-end as well as the lexicon.No spectraltemplatesare
computedfrom the speechsignalto accessthe lexicon.iteither is
the signal analysedin great detail for acousticevidenceof indivrdual segmentsand their boundaries.The principal aspectsof the
FUL modelare the followins:
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(12)
a.
b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Characteristicsof the FUL speechrecognition system
The systemis basedon the phonologicalrepresentation
of words in the lexicon.
Each word has a unique representation in spite of the
large variation. The phonological representation is fea_
ture-basedand assumesunderspecification.
The speechsignal is converted into distinctive phonological features. The conversion operatesspeaker-independently and without prior training.
Once the featuresare extracted the systemnever re-evaluates the acousticsignal, i.e. there is no closephonetic
investigation of the signal to verify or falsify word
hypotheses.
Features extracted from the signal are matched with
those stored in the lexicon using a ternary system of
matching, non-mismatching, and mismatching features.
All word candidates that match with the initial feature
set are activated, together with their phonological, mor_
phological,syntactic,and other information.
The word candidates are expanded to include word
hypotheses,even without complete acoustic evidence,
which are then available for the phonological and syntactic parsing that uses additional prosodic and other
information and operates in parallel with the acoustic
front-end.

The lexical representationsare similar to what we have seenbefore.
Each morphemeis representedwith root nodeslinked to minimal
feature specifications. For the sake of space,in the exarnplesin
(13) the featuresare listed in a linear string for each segment.In
all, FUL requirestwelvephonologicalfeatures.e
euantity is repre_
sentedin terms of moras and not by features.
(13)

Lexical feature specificationsfor German
BAHN
lbanl
railway
lbl
[coNs] [ren] [vorcn]
la:l
[row] [nonslr]
lnl
[Nesnr]
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SPECK
bacon

[peV
Il
/p/
/e/
lkl

fsrnrorNrl
[coNs][ren]
[nrn]
[coNs][oonsar]

The conversionof the speechsignalto phonologicarfeatures
is
performed in two steps.The task of the acoustit front-end
describedhereis (a) to-removelinguisticarlyirrelevantinformation,
(b) to usespeakerindependent
acousticcharacteristics
to compute
the features,and (c) not to excrudepotentialword candidatesiue
to computationalfaults.orpoor signalquality.The generaldesign
principle of the systemis to use simple and only rough
measures
that cooperateto form a stablesystem.
First the signalundergoesa spectralanalysisthat deliversLpc
formants and some
spectral shapeparameterscomputed
louqh
from the speechsignalusinga 20 ms window with 1 *r ,,"/rut..
The output is an 'online' streamof spectraldata as shown in
the
secondpanel of Figure 5 (only the speechsignal and formant
tracks are shownin panelsI and 2).
The spectralparametersare convertedby simple logical decisionsinto phonologicalfeatures.The intentionis to deriie u,"pr.sentationof the speechsignalthat is relativeryindependentoithe
speakerand acousticline properties.onry very b^roadacoustic
characteristicsdefine the 12 phonologicalfeatureswe use(coo,ro-

NANTAL, HrcH, Low, RTR, voICE, etc.). For example,
the feature

ltttcHlis definedby the conditionthat Fr hasto be below 450H2.
It can be the casethat parts of the speechsignalincidentallymlet
or miss the criteria for a particular feature.That ir, u ooo"-1ro*1
sound that is nor classifiedas [rucn] in its lexical represenLtion
might havean Fl below 450Hz, and anothersound."gm"oi thut
shouldbe classifiedas [nrcu] might havean Fl above+so uz. gut
most important, a soundsegmentthat is
[roW] should,not havean
Fl below 450Hz.In otherwords,thereis a limit to definea
mem_
ber ofa featureundoubtfuily,put thereis a certainrangethat
does
not excludepossiblemembers.In general,however,ihe acoustic
characteristicsare chosenso that an membersof a particurar
feature are capturedand other soundsmight be includid as well,
but
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members are hardly missed. And, more important, soundsbelonging to a mismatching feature are not captured. The matching conditions and the lexicon eliminate unlikely candidateslater. The rationale behind this very relaxed procedure is that in running speech
'norm' of acoustic characteristics
a speaker can deviate from any
of a sound due to assimilation, coarticulation, dialect, vocal tract
parameters,and others. The FUL systemdoes not have such a
'nonn'. The systemonly expectsthat the feature
[rncH] is acoustically characterisedby a low first formant.
The conversion from the spectral characteristicsof the speech
signal into phonological featuresdelivers a streamof features.Features can changeeverymillisecond as a consequenceof the window
step rate. Featuresare dehned independentlyfrom each other and,
hence,they can changeindependently from other features.For this
reason, the features are filtered and time aligned within roughly
20 ms to define feature bundles. Thesebundles of distinctive features extracted from the speechsignal are now compared to those
sets stored in the lexicon. This comparison is executedonly when
the computed feature set changes(and not every millisecond), and
the matching logic generatesmatch, no-mismatchand mismatch
conditions.The ternary logic works in the sameway we have discussedbefore.
The computation of the matching features relative to the
number of features computed from the signal and the number of
features stored in the lexicon using the formula given in (3) adds
a score for each feature bundle computed from the signal for each
entry in the lexicon. The scoring of the consecutivefeature bundles
givesthe word score and its ranking in the list of possiblecandidates.Featuresetsat the beginningof a word gain a highei weight
than non-initial features sets;the weight is computed by an exponential decayingfunction. The set of all word candidatesis the
lexical cohort that is used to generateword hypotheses.
To recapitulate, all word candidatesthat match with the initial
feature set are activated, together with their phonological, morphological, sy'ntactic,and other information. No segmentationor
grouping into syllable units is performed. Matching features
increasethe scoringfor potential word candidates,non-mismatch-
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Figure 5: Speechsignal, formant tracts and (uncorrected) feature tracks of the
"FuBball
sentence
ist Spitze" (football is fantastic), spoken by a male German
speaker.

ing featuresdo not exclude candidates,and only mismatching features lead to the rejection of word candidates.The lexicon contains
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segmental, moryhological, semantic, and other information for
each word, but for the comparison with the information computed
from the acousticfront-end only their representationby phonological features is used. Theseother information sourcesare not used.
to find word candidates in the lexicon but are used to exclude
unlikely candidates on a higher level of processing.Characteristic
of the systemis the operation of these'higher' level modules in
parallel to the acoustic front-end and the lexical access.These
'higher' levels processing
of
are not describedin this paper,which
restricts itself to the descriptionof the speechanalysis,matching
condition and the word hypothesesformation.
For example, the initial feature set [coNsoNlNrer][reuar][Nlslrl activates not only all words beginning with an [m], but also
words beginning with other labials that do not mismatch with a nasal (like [b])10and also [n] becauseit is unspecified for place; the

rankingof [m] wouldbe higherthan [n] tpl tpfl > Fl tfl > [t] [v] >

[d]. But if the signal gives[coNsoNalrrlr]fconoNlr][NlsnI-], a much
smaller set is encountered since al1 dorsal and labial consonants
mismatch. The consecutivelyincoming feature setsdeactivateword
candidatesfrom the cohort that have mismatching feature sets.In
other words, the system overgenerates
possibleword candidates
but doesnot includeimpossibleword candidates.If the signalgives
[rucH][soNoRANr],all high and mid vowels would be activated but
no low vowels. The rationale behind this mechanismis to include
possiblevariantsof sounds(e.g.the vowel lalcould be pronounced
as an [c] or even as [e]) but to excludevariants that will not occur
(e.g. the vowel /a/ is neverproducedas an [i]).
Further, at each point, whenevera word candidateis identified,
another new word candidatecan begin. Thus, the assumftion being that although the signal doesnot dependablyhave information
of word beginningsor word endings,the lexicon initiates candidatesas it goeson.
The main aim of the systemis to investigatewhether an underspecifredrepresentationis suitableto model the linguistic behaviour of humans and their representationof speech.An appropriate
evaluationwould be thereforea comparisonof the systemto humans' behaviour.This is beyondour capabilitiestodav with respect
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to the stateof the implementationof the systemand to detailed
comparabledatawe haveabouthumans'perception.
On the other
hand, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), the standardin automatic speechrecognition,operateon differentprinciplesand make
a direct comparisondifficult. HMM systemsgain from longer
stringsof data(states,segments,
words,or whatever),because
they
do not makea definitedecisionat the smallestunit but delaydecisionsas long as possible(eventuallyup to the end of the recognition of a phrase).Thisis oneof the reasonswhy implausiblewords
might show up in an HMM analysisin the output: the overall
probability is maximisedevenif a part of the string has a very low
probability,but there is no 'impossible'label that a part of the
string might have.The FUL systemmakesdecisionsat the first
step,whereit rejectscandidatesabout which it is 'sure'that they
do not meet a criterion.ll Thus, this is the first stepto compare
the FUL systemwith a HMM system.To make the comparison
of singleunits more compatible,we restrictourselvesto vowels:
vowelsare more gradientand are more likely to reduceor alter in
running speechacrossspeakersand thus allow a more fair comparison.
The Kiel Corpusof Spontaneous
Speech(IPDS 1995)servedas
the databasefor the comparison.Ttris corpuscontainshigh-quality
recordingsof spontaneous
dialoguesof two speakers
at a time who
wereaskedto arrangeappointments
with eachother.A total of 54
minutesof speechwas recordedfor 26 speakers(16 male and 10
female,mostly studentsfrom north Germany).The speechdata
waslabelledand transcribedby trained phoneticians.The analysis
is basedon what the transcribersheard rather than what the
speakersintendedto say.The Kiel corpustranscriptionuses17
vowelsin German(all monophthongs,includinglong-shortand
tense-laxvowels:[i:, r, y:, y, e\ a:, t:, t, c, ai, a) i, o:, u:, u, a, ?]).
For the comparisonthesewere mapped to the 13 vowelsthe FUL
systemusesfor German sincethe FUL systemdoesnot distinguish
long and short vowelson the level of features,but only by moraic
representations.Moreover, there is no featural difference in the
representation of [a] and [e], and [e] and [e] which are also only
moraically distinguished.Even if we disregardthe moraic repre-
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sentation,thesesimplificationsdo not lead to a noticeableincrease
of existinghomophonesin the lexicon.The compreteset of vowels
used by both systemsis [i, l, y, y, €, g, t, e) a, c, o, u, u].
The hidden Markov model had three states and eight mixtures
to model every phone;rzi.e. the systemwas trained to model the
phone and the left and right transitions of that phone (these are
the three states)and allowed 8 'variations' of a phone to exist,that
are realisedby mixtures of Gaussian probability density functions
(theseare the 8 mixtures of the three states).l3The phones were
modelled left-to-right and no stateswere skipped. ThJtransformation from the speechwaveform to the states was done with 12
MFCC (mel-frequency cepstral coefficients) plus the energy
parametersand the correspondingdelta-values,giving a total of
26 parameters(cf. e.g.Jelinek,I997;De Mori, l99g; or Becchetti&
Ricotti, 1999for details about the parametersof stochasticASR
systems).The training of the system was done with a jack_knife
procedure, where a subset of the recordings servedas training set
(i.e. were usedto definethe pattern sequences
for the phones)and
another subset(other speakersand other sentences)
were used as
test set (i.e.,had to be 'recognised').About g0% of the data served
as training set and the remaining20ok were used as test set. This
procedure was repeated 5 times with different subsetsof soeakers
and sentencesselectedfrom the database(i.e. each data let was
exactlyoncein the test set)and the recognitionresultsare averaged
over theseexperiments.
For FUL, we have used only 20 ms of the centre part of the
vowels for this comparison. The vowels are classifiedby combinations of 7 features ([sor.ronaNr], [ranrer], [conoNar],
[oonser],
and
the
ternary logic describeaeaitier. Recali,
[row], [mcH], [nrn])
that the FUL system doesnot require any training and therefore
there is no separationbetweentraining and test sets.our results
are basedon a singlerun.
For both systems,only the top-scoringvowelswere counted as
'correct'
recognition,i.e., only the vowel(s)with the highestrank
were comparedto the transcribedphone and countedas correct if
they were identical. Note that lower scoringvowels are still contributing to the recognition, both in the HMM and in the FUL
system.The resultsare presentedin the Figure 6.
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0%correctreFor the HMM the top-scoringvowelsrcaatr
cognition.For the samedatasettheFUL systemachieved8t.l5o
correctrecognition.From theseresultsit seemsthat the FUL system is ableto hold its own in an evaluationformat prescribedby
models.
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Figure7; FUL: Vowelrecognitionby gender

Formants are relatively invariant to spectral tilt, random noise,
and overall signal level, which are altered by microphone and
conditions,hence,thesefactors do not influence
transmission-line
the performance.But formant valuesdo dependon vocal tract size
which differs betweenmale and female speakers.For the speakers
examinedhere, the averageFl was 483 Hz for the male speakers
and 576 Hz for the female speakersacrossall vowels, indicating a
shorter1ip-glottis distancefor the femalespeakers.We therefore
examinedthe differencesbetweenthe26 male and 10female speakers, and found that the vowels were equally well identified across
gender.The resultsare graphically presentedin Figure 7. Although
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there is a very slight bias in favour of the female speakers,the
difference is not significant.
In sum, the following characteristicsare salient in our implementation of the FUL model in a speechrecognitionsystem.It is
speaker independent and to a large extent independent of microphone and transmission-lineconditions. No training is required,
and last but not least,the systemis adaptableto other languages
becausethe lexical representationis based on the phonological
systemsof individual languages.

4.2 Comparableexisting models
We now turn to a comparison of our systemwith existing models
which also take recourseto features or related linguistic units, the
closestof which are the Acousrrc Lal"orr,lq,Rrmodel (Stevens,Perkell & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1997) and Tirm Mp PHoNorocv (Carson-Berndsen,
1998).
In spirit, the closestmodel is that proposedby Stevensand his
colleagues(1991;earlierLAFF, Stevens,1992;Stevenset al., 1992),
which is also discussedat length in Klatt (1989).14The system
resemblesa more advancedversion of the original analysis-bysynthesisprinciple (Stevens,1960):A spectrogramis analysedfor
acoustic characteristicsand phonetic segmentsthat relate to these
characteristicsare proposed as possiblecandidates.The features
associatedwith these segmentsare looked up from a table and
possibleassimilationsfrom neighbouringsegmentsare predicted.r5
The spectrogramis inspected again for acoustic characteristicsof
thesehypothesisedfeaturesand segmentcandidatesare verified or
falsified on basis of this detailed acousticinformation. The most
prominent acoustic characteristicsare hypothesisedat segment
boundaries (e.g. dropping or missing Fl at VCV boundaries or
down-glidesof Fl in V-glide-V sequences).
The crux of the approach is to examinethe speechsignal for detailed acoustic characteristicsand essentiallylook for characteristicsthat might relateto
the proposed features.The biggest differencebetweenAcousrrc
La.l,plrenr and FUL is that in the former, there is a conversion
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of the acousticcharacteristics
into a segmentand then featuresare
looked up and searchedfor. The whole processis not lexicondriven as the FUL systemand is motivated by the acousticaleffects at segmentboundaries (hence, Acousuc Laxouar.rs). The
idea behind the systemis the handling of allophonic variation after
the recognisingof the segmentalcontext,whereasthe FUL system
does neither look for segmentboundaries(rather tries to ignore
their effects)and handlesvariations by the matching logic.
Sincethe systemis not implementedby an automatic procedure,it
is difficirlt to compareits performancewith FUL or an HMM model.
Another system that converts speech signals into acoustrc
eventsand usesthem to accessthe lexicon is most completelydescribedby Carson-Berndsen(1998).The systemincorporatestwo
components,the HEAP 'acousticevent' classifierand the SILPA
'phoneme
event' recognition module. These two components are
describednow in more detail.r6
The HEAP system(Hiibener& Carson-Berndsen,
1994)is essentially a statisticalcategoriserwhich classifiesthe speechsignalinto
24 (later 2J, cf . Carson-Berndsen,
1998: 80) 'acousticevents'(like,
'fricative,noisy,
nasal,a-likevowel,mid vowel',etc.).17
This classif,rcation is computedfrom 30 ms frameswith a step-rateof 20 ms that
are parameterisedwith 5 cepstrally smoothedPLP coefficients(perceptuallinear predictivecoefficients,Hermansky,1990),log energy,
and regressioncoefficients(total 13coefhcientsper frame).This recogniserwastrained on automaticallylabelleddata on 180utterances
of a singlespeakerto classifythe signal into the acousticevents.To
test the performanceof HEAP, 20 additional utteranceswere classified between77 oh and980/oconectly for a particular acousticevent.
Becausethe acoustic events are not synchronouslychanging
with the edgesof phonemes,a finite-stateparser built up a sequenceof 'phonological events' that are in turn used for phoneme
recognition. That is, the output of the HEAP classifier(i.e. the
acoustic events) are converted by a finite state automaton into
'phonological
events'. These are 7 independent 'phonological
attributes',each one having severalvalues.For instance,the phonological attribute MANNER
includes 'plosive, fricative, nasal, lateral, affricate, vowellike, diphthong'. The phonological attribute
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'labial, apical, palato-alveolar, velar, palatal,
eLACEincludes
ur,rrlar, glottal'.18In all there are 31 phonologicalvalues.Additionally,
all possible onset and coda clustersin German syllableswere used
derivedfrom
to iestrict the number of possiblephonemesequences
the acoustic events. This parser/automaton includes an "underspecified representation of the syllable", but underspecificationis
understood here as a method to cluster severalphonologicalseg'underspecificaments into one 'phonological event'. In this way,
tion' is understood as a state (or memory) saving task rather than
as it is understoodin phonology (and in this paper otherwise)as
a structurethat explainscertain processes.
Furthermore, the mapping of the acoustic events computed
from the signal onto the constraints of the parser are done in a
rather different way than in the FUL system. The SILPA parser
operatesin the following way: if there are more acousticeventsin
the signal than a particular node of the finite state network needs,
the additional eventsare ignored and the constraint that this node
representsis met. If there are lessacousticeventsthan specifiedin
a node, the network could be parameterisedso that more important eventsfor a constraint are weighted higher.
The best empirical evaluation scoringrate given is 66.9loh for
phonemes in a scheduling task scenario with many speakersand
82 utterances(Carson-Berndsen,1998:203).
'phonetic
In sum, the systemconverts the speechsignal into 28
events' by statistical means that are in turn convertedinto 31 different 'phonological events' by a finite state machine.The increase
in representationalunits from the signalto the lexicallevel itselfis
contradictaryto an 'underspecified'representationand rather it is
a generation of a detailed phonetic description. Essentially,the use
of terminology here is quite different from the description of the
FUL systemand the two systemsare only superficially similar.

5.

Conclusion

Our aim hasbeento presenta model of lexicalrepresentation
which
has significantconsequences
for various aspectsof human behavi-
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our, and which can be computationally implemented for the
purposesof machinerecognitionof speechand the testingof models.
A lexicon which is phonologicallyunderspecifiedis the pivot of the
FUL model.Phonologicalvariantsof morphemesarenot listed,the
assumptionbeing that the abstract underspecifiedrepresentation
will subsumeany phonetic or phonoiogicalvariation produced by
the speaker.The perceptualsystemextractsphonological features
from the signaland directlymaps them on to the lexicon.No other
linguistic unit is compiled or extractedat this level. There is no intermediaterepresentationlike phonemeor syllable.Incoming phonological featuresactivateword candidatesconstrainedby a ternary
matching condition, which in turn are fed directly into the phonological and syntacticparser.
Although morphemes are phonologically underspecified, they
have suffrcient information to distinguish them from each other unlessof course,they are really homophones.This assumptionis
directly in contrast to a system which assumesthat all variants
would be listed.The underspecifiedrepresentationin the FUL system anticipates that there will be variation, but that the variation
is itself constrainedevenat the level of postlexicalphonology.
To illustrate, we can take as an example high coronal vowels
which can phonologically reduce/lax/unround in running speech.
'pen' Fiihler
'antenna', Filler
In words ltke Fiiller [fvler]
,
[fyler]
'much,
'material for smoothing surfaces' and vieler
[filer]
[ftler]
many-cEN' the first vowel can be indistinguishable. Depending on
phrasal structure,rate of speech,focus, and other factors, all the
variants can representone possiblepronunciation of each of the
words. That is, underlying /y/ could become [v], [i] or [r]; similarly,
/v/ could be realised[r], [y] or [i] and so on. A11speakersmay not
have all of the possiblepronunciations for all four words, but
acrossspeakersit is possibleto obtain all variants.Storingthe variants makes it impossibleto distinguish one from the other; all variants will have equal statusunlessthere is a weighting for eachpossibility. If this weighting dependson the statistical distribution, the
weights dependon the particular data set and it is possiblethat two
of the three variants would have similar weights.FUL predicts a different hierarchy for each variant. If Filler was the mispronounced
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variant of either Fiiller, vieler, or Fihler, neither word would be a
mismatch, but the scoresare different aswe can seebelow.
(14)

Scoresfor [r] of Filler
Lexicalfeatures
$l Filhler
l1l vieler
lvl Filller

FflcH,L$e:nl
[rucu]
[rncu,r.nr,

Input features
of [r]
[ucn, con,nrn]

Score
lzl] x 2) : 0.16
12(3x 1) : 0.33
22lQx 3) : 0.44

RTRI

Irl Filler

[rucu.nrn]

)2tt1Y)\:fi66

Clearly, when [r] is the surfacevariant, Fillerhas the highest score.
Next in line is Filller folTowedby vieler and then finally the last
choice would be Fiihler. The FUL systempredicts that for the 1istener, when [r] is heard, [v] is a better match than [i]. That is,
maintaining the laxing (i.e. [nrn]) is preferred. It is entirely possible
that storing all the variants with weights would give the sameresults, but this would have to be done for eachlexical item individr.,ally. This is not the casefor FUL. The predictions would hold for
the entire lexicon and would be borne out as a consequenceof the
underspecifiedrepresentation and the scoring which incorporates
the features extracted from the signal, the features in the lexicon
and the matching features.
Sincethe claim is that FUL models human perception,evidence
from both language comprehension experiments and language
change were put forward. Language comprehensionexperiments
have shown that listeners extract certain acoustic characteristics
reliably, but do not match acoustic details with the lexicon. Rather,
the experimentalresults are best explainedwith the assuinption
that lexical accessinvolves mapping of the acoustic signal to an
underspecified featural representation such that non-mismatching
variants are treated differently from mismatching variants. If an
underspecifiedrepresentation is indeed part of the adult mental
lexicon,then one assumesthat the languagelearneris ableto construct such a representation.If so, then languagechangeought to
provide evidencethat an underspecifiedrepresentationat a certain
point of time lends itself to a different pattern of chanse than a
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Our examplecamefrom the
more fully specifiedrepresentation.
change of geminatesto nongeminatesfrom Latin to the northern
Italian dialect of Miogliola. Although degeminationoccurred everywhere,the original length contrast in Latin obstruentscould be
maintained by spirantisingthe original nongeminatestops. This
was not possiblefor sonorantswhere in generalthe contrast was
lost, the exceptionbeing the coronal nasals.For theseconsonants,
representationswere exploited, such
the original underspecif,red
that the Latin nongeminate/rV remained underspecifredin Miogliola, but the geminate /n/ degeminatedbut acquired a place feature.
The computational adequacyof theseassumptionswas verified
in implementing an automatic speechrecognition system. Again,
assuming that speech is variable but that the variation is constrained,the FUL ASR systemfocuseson solving the problem of

recognitionnot by capturing all possibledetails from the signal
which can be easilyinterbut by extractingacousticcharacteristics
pretedas distinctivefeatureswhich are relevantfor distinguishing
The information retrievedfrom the signal
lexical representations.
The lexical
for buildinglexicalrepresentations.
is not responsible
in their idealisedforms alreadyexist and the inforrepresentations
mationfrom the signal(i.e.the extractedfeatures)is mappedonto
Resolvingvariation is achievedby the fact
existingrepresentations.
that given underspecification and the ternary matching logic, a

one-to-manymatchingis possible.Sinceparticular underspecified
representationsare gearedtowards accepting only phonologically
viablephoneticvariants,the one-to-manymatchingis not random.
We should add at this point, that our main objective is not to
constructthe most marketablespeechrecognitionsystem.Productoriented systemshave specifrcconstraints and individual requirements. In principle, the FUL systemis adaptablefor specific products, but this has not been our main concern.A system to reconfirm flights, for instance, does not require a complex model
like FUL. A fimited vocabulary combined with an intelligent dialogue is a far better solution. Our aim has been to construct a
computational systemwhich operateson the principles we believe
are important for human perception. We would like to make it
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entireiy speaker independent and not use any stochastic pro_
cedures,thereby no doubt sacrificing possible gains. However, as
it stands,FUL can provide a means of testing speechperception
theories, particularly details of feature interaction, properties of
features, lexical representations,coarticulation and such. It could
also be an excellenttool to study dialect variations and possible
directions of change.Since FUL takes the speechdata aJ speech
and not as any random acoustic signal, and assumesthai this
speechis produced by speakerswho have a real languagein their
heads,it is intendedprimarily as a linguistic tool, using linguistic
primitives and exploiting linguistic knowledge.
The FUL systemis highly constrained- in the allowable lexical
representations,in what is extracted from the signal, and in the
information used to make the matching decisions. The message
has been "Less is More" in a positive sense.
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Notes
+ We would like to dedicate this paper
to Mirco Ghini t, without whose
aboundingenthusiasmand inteilectualcommitment,a large part of this researchwould have neverbeenpossible.
I There are other proposalsoutsidephonologicalapproaches,like 'full listing
models' that abandon generalisationsaltogether,or .exemplarmodels,(e.g.
Medin & Schaffer,1978;Nosofsky, 1986)that useindividual items as representatives
for a categoryor 'prototypemodels,(e.g.K1att, 1979)that com_
pute an averagerepresentative
for a category.Thereappearto be misconcep_
tions regarding the terminology. For instance,Bybee (2000: 253) refers io
her model of the lexicon as an 'exemplarmodel', while assumingthat "Each
experienceof a word is stored in memory with other examplesof use of the
sameword". Suchan assumptionfits with a 'full listing model'. To cover a1l
thesemodelsand their variantswould go far beyondthe scopeof this article.
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2 For suppoftfor underspecification
see,for ilslance,Keating(1988),Kiparsky
(1993),and Rice(1996);psycholinguistic
is providedin Lahiri, Jong_
evidence
man & Sereno(1990),Lahiri (1991),Lahiri & Marslen-Wilson
(1991.1992).
and Fitzpatrick & Wheeldon(2001).Opposingviewshavebeenpresented,for
example,in McCarthy& Taub (1992),Nlohanan(1993)and Steriade(1995),
and references
therein.
3 Mohanan (1993)givesa hierarchyof assirnilationpossibilitieswherethe most
frequenttype is coronalassimilation.In languageswherelabialsdo assimilate
to other placesof articulation,a dentaValveolar
soundis alwayssubjectto assimilation.This persuades
Mohananto assurnethat thereis no underspecification but rather a hierarchyof'attraction'. In our model, for the labialsthe assimildtionmust be a result of delinking-cum-spreading
and would be treated
differentlyfrom coronalassimilation.
4 Full statisticaland methodologicaldetailsare not repeatedhere sincethis is
an overviewand the original paper is being published in an experimental
journal. A total of 24 monosyllabicwords with final l-n/ and 12monosyllabic
words with final /-rnl were usedas primes, eachwith a semanticallyrelated
target (e.g.Bahn-Zug).The differencesin the number of itemswas due to the
fact that there were lesswords in the languageending with /-nrl where the
final consonantcouldbe changedto makenonwords.A total of 144German
native speakersweretested.
5 Significancewas testedat a 5o/olevel.
6 There were 20 words each with medial lnl and /nr/. A total of 90 subjects
participatedin thisexperiment.
7 For a recentreviewof the differentpredictionsand experimentalevidencefor
lexical accessbasedon underspecificationor full specifrcation,seeFitzpatrick & Wheeldon(2001).
8 Coronal stopsalsobecameaffricates,but this is not important for the discussion here.
9 The total numberof featuresneededmay be languagedependent.
10 The signal feature [arnurr] mismatcheswith the lexical feature [Neser], cf.
(7a). If [N,tsl.r]is found in the signalit cannot mismatchwith [aanurr] because[etnt,'rr] is not storedin the lexicon.
11 Note, however,that this is a much more relaxeddecisionthan in many earry
phonetics-based
systems,that tried to determrnethe setof possiblesegments.
12 The HMM experiments
wererun at the Unirersity of Saarbrtickenby William
Barry, JacquesKoremanand their colleagues.
13 To use the left and right context in modelling phones to allow different
contextsin ASR wasalreadyproposedby Klatt (1979).
14 At a workshop at SchlossFreudental(Konstanz)July 1998 ettitled Speech
Recognition:Man andMachine,Ken Stevensand his colleaguespresentedthe
systemin detail.
15 The original textsdo not makea cleardistinctionbetweenacousticcharacteristics and the phonologicalfeaturesas it is plesentedhere. Both are understood by Stevensand his colleagues
of the samething.
as differenlexpressions
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16 The 'acousticevents'arevery differentfrom phonologicalfeaturesand neither
are they acousticcharacteristics,
as in Stevens'model.
17 The classifierfor the acousticeventswas originallyplannedas a deterministic
module that usesauditory spectraas input (Htibener,1991).
18 Overall, the systemmaps the acousticeventsto phoneticdescriptionsrather
than phonologicalfeatures.
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